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Abstract-we consider a system of equations for simultaneous order-disorder and phase sepera- 
tion dynamics in space dimensions N = 1, 2 and 3 and show that the correct corresponding boundary 
value problem with homogenous Neumann boundary conditions is well-posed. We then prove the ex- 
istence of maximal attractor and of inertial sets so that we also obtain an upper bound for the fractal 
dimension of the attractor. 
Keywords-system of second order and fourth order nonlinear parabolic equations, Global at- 
tractor, Inertial sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The system of equations 
ut = h2A (g(u + v) + g(u - w) - h2Au) , 
vt = -g(u + w) + g(u - v) - cw + h2Av 
(1.1) 
was derived recently in [l], to model simultaneous order-disorder and phase seperation in binary 
alloys on a BCC lattice in the neighborhood of the triple point. Here u denotes the average 
concentration of one of the components and is a conserved quantity, and v is an order parameters. 
Furthermore, h is a (positive) parameter which represents the lattice spacing and the parameter (TY 
reflects the location of the system within the phase diagram and may be either positive or negative. 
In order to understand (l.l), we note that the system of equations describes a gradient flow in 
(H’)’ x L2 for the free energy 
J(u, w) = /- { G(u + w) + G(u - w) + ;w” + fh' ()Vuj2 + ~VV\~)} dx, 
R 
where g = G’. Note also that the (1.1) can be considered as a system encompassing both the 
Cahn-Hillard and the Cahen-Allen equations. In particular, where u = f, (1.1) reduces to the 
Cahn-Allen equation, and when v = 0, (1.1) reduces to the Cahn-Hillard equation. 
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In this paper, we study Problem P. 
ut = h2A (g(u + TJ) + g(u - v) - h2Au) in R x 1w+ 
vt = -g(u + v) + g(u - v) - av + h2A in R x Iw+ 
dU ah au o (1.2) -=-= 
% = an an 
on af-2 x !R+ 
U(Z, 0) = Uo(x), 21(x, 0) = %3(x) x E cl, 
where fl is an open bounded set of RN (N = 1,2, or 3) with smooth boundary dR and 
g(s) = -ps + s3. It is conveinent to introduce the fuction space 
H = (HI(R)) x L2(0), 
and, since the space integral of the function u is conserved in time, we define also the spaces 
s u(x)dx=y and ?&= U Hi. 
0 l-/l3 
Finally, for u E L2 (0)) we define Nu as the solution of the boundary value problem 
-A$ = ?i, for x E 0, 
a+ 0 -&= 7 for x E an, 
s 
g(x) dx = 0, 
R 
where 
(1.3) 
In Section 2, we discuss properties of existence and uniqueness for Problem P. In Section 3, 
we show that there exits absorbing sets in tib and in (H2(0))2 n ‘F16. This implies that the 
semigroup possesses a maximal attractor dg in ‘Hb, namely a compact invariant set that attracts 
every bounded set of ‘l-is. Moreover, dg is connected, and it turns out that there exists an 
absorbing set in (C”(n))2 f or each m E N+ so that ds is bounded in all the spaces (C”(a))2. 
Two estimates which are essential in the demonstration of the existence of the absorbing sets are 
derived, and these same estimates, in a Galerkin approximate version, are critical in proving the 
properties of existence and uniqueness described in Section 2. 
In Section 4, we discuss the existence of an inertial set, namely a compact set which contains 
the attractor, is positively invariant by the semigroup, has a finite fractal dimension and attracts 
all solutions at an exponential rate. The notion of inertial set has been introduced by Eden, 
Foias, Nicolaenko and Temam [2], (see also [3] and [4]) and p ermits us to drive an upper bound 
for the fractal dimension of the attractor. 
Our method of proofs strongly rely on those that we use in the study of a fourth order phase 
field model [5]. For the study of a related second order model, we refer to [6,7]. 
2. EXISTENCE OF THE SEMIGROUP 
Relying on the estimates presented in Section 2, and taking a Galerkin approximation using 
as basis fuctions the eigenfunctions wk, k = 1,2, . . . , of the operator -A with the Neumann 
boundary conditions, (where we denote by 0 = Xi 5 X2 5 . . . the corresponding eigenvalues), it 
is possible to prove in analogy with the proofs presented in [5] 
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THEORM 2.1. 
(i) For any (~0, ~0) E H7, Problem P has a unique Solution (u, V) which satisfies 
(u, w) E Loo@, T; H7) n L2 (0, T; (H1(W)2) , u, 21 E L4(Qd, 
for all T > 0, where QT := s2 x (O,T), and 
(u,v) E C(P>Tl;fG). 
If, furthermore, ZLO E L2(sZ) and ~10 E L4(Cl), then 
u E C ([0, T]; L2(s2)) n L2 (0, T; H2(0)) , 
and 
?I E c ([O, T]; L4(cq) . 
(ii) If (ug,zlg) E (H1(R))2 n H7, then 
(u, w) E Loo (0,T; (H1(s2))2) n L2 (0, T; H3(s2) E H2(sl)) , 
and 
(ut, Q) E L2 (0, T; (H’(R))’ E L2(R)) . 
(iii) If (ug,zlg) E H7, then (u,v) E (C”(D x (&co)))“. 
Moreover, the mapping 
S(t) : (9Jo,oo) - (4wct,> 
is Hijlder continous on H for all t > 0 and {S(t)},,, is a semigroup onH,. 
Finally, the functional J(u, v) decays along orbits so that it is a Lyapunov functional 
for Problem P. 
3. THE MAXIMAL ATTRACTOR 
We first show the existence of absorbing sets in 7-& and in (H2(0))2 n 7i~g for the pair (u, v). 
THEOREM 3.1. For any 6 > 0, there exits absorbing sets in 7& and in (H2(fl))2 n 7-l& for the 
semigroup S(t) associated to Problem P. 
PROOF. 
(i) Absorbing set in 7i6. Multiplying the equation for u by Nu and the equation for v by h2w 
and adding up the resulting equations, we obtain 
~~~~~I~~1+~~t~v2+h4J(V~)2+h4~(V~)2 
Cl R Cl 
+ h2 
s 
g(u + V)(U + w) + h2 
s 
g(u - V)(U - v) + h2a J v2 R R R 
= h2y 
.I 
(g(u + v)g(u - w)). 
We have that 
(3.1) 
J (g(u + u)(u + v) + g(u - u>(u - u>) 2 ; J ((u + u,“) - P2P 
cl R 
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and 
Since also 
(U + U)” + (U -U)” = 2U4 + 2?J4 + 12u2v2 2 2(u2 + 7J”)” 
> 2(u2 + v2 - 1) + u4 + v4, 
we deduce from (3.1) that 
The existence of the absorbing set in 7& then follows from applying Gronwall’s lemma. 
(ii) Asorbing set in (H2(R))2 n 7-l&. W e multiply the equation for u by u and the equation 
for Y by -h26v, and add the resulting equations to obtain 
1 d -- 
2 dt s 
u2+;-#%2+h4/(6~)2+h4/(6~)2+h2clj(6~)2 
n R n R R 
= -h2 
J 
g’(u+v)(Vn+Vv)2-h2 g’(u-v)(Va-Vv)2 
./ 
I 2h2p’/ ( (VU)~ -t (VU)~) . 
R 
cl 
(3.3) 
Then, using (3.2), we successively apply the uniform Gronwall’s Lemma to (3.3) and to the 
inequality -$(J(u, U) + M) _< 0, where -M is a lower bound for the fuctional J, to deduce that 
(u, U) enters an absorbing set of (H2(62))2, one multiplies the equations for u and u by A2u and 
A2w, respectively and applies the inequalities [8, Chapter III, (4.111)-(4.115)] together with the 
inequality 
We can then deduce from [8, Theorem 1.1, p. 231 the existence of maximal attractor. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every 6 2 0 the semigroup S(t) associated with Problem P maps 3-t~ into 
itself. It possesses in 7-t& a maximal attractor dg that is connected. 
In fact one can show that the orbits enter an absorbing set (C” (fi)) 2 for each m E Nt so that 
the attractor is included in (C”(Q))“. 
4. EXISTENCE OF INERTIAL SETS 
Let t36 be the absorbing ball in ( H2 (R)) 2 n 7-&, g’ iven by Theorem 3.2, and define the positively 
invariant set 
(4.1) 
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In order to show the existence of an inertial set, one can extend the proofs of [5]. One first 
proves that S(t) is Lipschitz continuous in X6 and then shows that it satifies the squeezing 
property on X6. 
Set H, = span{url, . . . , w,} and define p, as the orthogonal projection from (H’(O))’ onto 
H,, qn = I- P, and p,(u, u) = (P,~,P,v), Qn = I- Pa. 
Let t* > 0 be arbitary. One shows that there exists 120 = no(t*) such that the squeezing 
property is satisfied for 
( 
{S(t))tkt., X6) in ‘H6 with P = Pno. 
Finally one has the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. {S(t)},,o has an inertial set Mh, dg c Ma C X6 of the fractal dimension 5 
- 
constant 102). 
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